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MR MEAD 

Black, lifeless eyes.  

Faceless figures. 

Haunting human-beast hybrids.  

It is the stuff of nightmares.  

It is also the work of Mr Mead, a surrealist character designer and fine artist from Bristol, UK.  

Working in black and white, using pen on paper or wood, Mr Mead’s characters are mostly pale, 
skeletal figures set against pitch black backgrounds. 

Some scenes go further, offering a terrific sense of place: Regal characters sitting down to a feast of 
severed hands, skulls, cakes and entrails. Faceless figures sinking through creeping weeds into a dark 
abyss. 

It is a surprise to learn that inspiration for these nightmarish illustrations comes from the gentle 
hand of Beatrix Potter.  

More specifically, Mr Mead’s childhood fears, triggered by dancers dressed as animals in the 1976 
ballet film, “The Tale of Beatrix Potter”.  

Mr Mead bases his art on his own, intense, personal fear. The results are creepy, ghoulish, 
mesmerising and beautiful. 

His characters are intricately detailed, with grotesque, elongated features; beastly ears, beaks, horns 
and claws. Sometimes they sport steam-punk style accessories or gothic inspired clothing.  

It’s no surprise that Mr Mead’s characters, set in this wonderland of horrors, have sparked the 
interest of a few game developers.  

We recently had the chance to ask Mr Mead about his upcoming project, Foramina: 

What is Foramina? 

Foramina is a project currently in development with a team that I met a year or so ago. 
They saw my work at a show and thought it would be the perfect world to turn into a 
game, I had never thought of anything like that and we dived straight in.  

How was the development process? 

We had a technical test and showed it at 'Develop Brighton'. People seemed to like the 
direction it was going in, so from there we thought we would give a huge Games 
Conference a go. We were accepted into EGX in Birmingham, as part of the 'Leftfield 
Collection'. We had to blitz a piece of work together in a month for this from scratch; it 
was a serious challenge and we came out with something semi playable! My personal 
highlight was the games designer still making the build in the service station on the day 
of the conference! 



 
 

What stage are you at now? 

In Birmingham people seemed to be intrigued again by the direction it was going and so 
we have been continuing its development ever since. The work we have been doing has 
been narrative and visual. Once all that is honed then we will hopefully be able to find 
some funding to turn it into a proper, fully-fledged game. So I guess the phrase is 'watch 
this space' or more specifically, watch this space: www.foraminagame.com.  

What advice do you have for other artists or designers going down this route? 

Beat your own drum, try to use social media with a pinch of salt as its pure evil and 
realise the power of actual human interaction over anything else.  

 

As well as Foramina, Mr Mead is now working on several large-scale pieces for a group show in 
London. He continues to get inspiration from folk tales, pop surrealist art, horror films and “anything 
creepy or otherworldly”.  

He recently completed a resin model of one if his most popular characters with the help of a 
company in Cape Town (www.therealrabbit.com). 

He aims to apply this process to all his past and present characters and create a terrifying army of 3D 
beings.  

Keep an eye out for developments on this, the Foramina Game and Mr Mead’s exhibitions at 
www.mrmead.co.uk 

  

LINKS: 

Artist site: www.mrmead.co.uk 

Foramina Game: www.foraminagame.com 

3D Modelling: www.therealrabbit.com 

 


